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Section 1

Lecture 6/11
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• language is primarily face-to-face
• writing technology can help us transcend the here and

now
• but it loses complexity
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The Glottographic Principle

All writing systems are glottographic
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Brainstorm: How to communicate at a distance
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Section 2

Drums & whistles etc.
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Section 3

Whistling
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A whistled language in Northern Turkey
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About the movie that we’ll see

Short scenery of two men whistling across a valley of about 700m in Kuṣköy, Turkey. After

exchanging greetings, the closer person asks the distant fellow if he will later on come to the

café. The distant person promises to do so. Then O.G. asks the close whistler to transmit

his greetings. As a response, the distant fellow greets back and asks when the “teacher” (O.

G.) will leave the village. When being told (whistled) that departure is planned for the next

day, he wishes a smooth journey. Finally, the person close to the camera also transmits the

best wishes of Osman, a person standing close. The distant person greets back, also in the

name of his wife Nazmiye, who joined him on the terrace of his house.
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Click to watch whistled Turkish movie
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/19b4sqvk49v9rkt/whistled-turkish.mp4?dl=0


Section 4

Talking drums
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Click to watch talking drum movie
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/5d4rmqgxxg80n9q/The%20talking%20drum.mp4?dl=0


Section 5

How do these work?
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Language surrogates

But maybe even better language parasites
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The glottocentric principle

• These systems represent as much as possible of the
sound stream of the underlying language.

• Many (but not all) of the systems are built on top of tone
languages
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Tone

High tone ‘build’

Low rising tone 4 ‘achieve’

Falling rising tone ‘hit’

High falling tone d ‘big’
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Falling tone loks [luoks] ‘arch, bow’

Level (high) tone loks [luoks] ‘green onion’

Rising falling (broken) tone loks | ‘window’
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Redundancy
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bkm a steno
& gt a gd jb

& hi pa
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A conversation in Whistled Mazateco
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The Talking Balafon of the Sambla
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Asking for money
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A rare ideographic phrase
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How does writing relate to drum/whistle systems?
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Morse code

Click to watch morse code movie
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/1z1jpt8tjnbvsp4/morse.mov?dl=0


Next week

Animal communication
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